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I was told by one of the VA employees who work in the trenches, day after day, often under difficult conditions, often going beyond that required to make things work, that "pnt" was a code word that the veteran was not supposed to see. This makes it impossible for the veteran to defend himself against what ever it is.I don't understand why I could never see Dr. Gary Melvin diagnosis. Does it appear that t he element in the VA has 100% control and 0% accountability? If these percentages are not accurate, what percentages would be accurate?
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I was told by one of the VA employees who work in the trenches, day after day, often under difficult conditions, often going beyond that required to make things work, that "pnt" was a code word that the veteran was not supposed to see. This makes it impossible for the veteran to defend himself against what ever it is.

I don't understand why I could never see Dr. Gary Melvin diagnosis. Does it appear that t he element in the VA has 100% control and 0% accountability? If these percentages are not accurate, what percentages would be accurate?
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                                                                I don't understand why I could never get a yes or a no to the question "Are you my primary care provider?"(a)  If yes, why did  Dr. Gibson never examine me and why was my medicine stopped?(b)  If no, why was I led to believe she was?
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	(15) 2004, June 4, Dr Gibson                                     TAG                              
	(116) 2004, August 26, Mr Bast                                ALERT 
	(130)  2004, August 28, Dr Melvin, email 8:04 am    ALERT
	(177)  2004, September 29, Dr Gibson                     CONFUSE



